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Research on complementary medicine
The paper by Professor Ernst (April 2002 JRSM 1 ) is a welcome addition to the debate on complementary/ alternative medicine (CAM). However, even if the arguments on methodology and outcome measurement are accepted, the question of application remains. Is the whole spectrum of CAM to be researched or are specific areas to be chosen? Presumably, some justification will be required to gain access to funds and resources to carry out such projects and they will have to compete against other worthy causes. Research is a formalized and sophisticated form of argument, so that one study is seldom sufficient and the most that can be offered by even the best studies is a measure of probability. In addition to this, even seminal research may be overlooked by the 'establishment' for lack of a 'respectable' sponsor. Mendel's work languished for 40 years before it was recognized. This is not a polemic against research and it would be tragic if research were to be stifled by over-regulation but the assumption implicit in the paper that it is an immaculate and robust creature is unfounded. In the present times every head of a research department is aware of the realpolitik of fund chasing and justifying one's existence. So, what is to be the target of Professor Ernst's methodology? Is it to uncover iatrogenic damage in a branch of CAM such as herbal medicine or is it to disprove the efficacy of all CAM? In the first instance, would not the funds be better allocated to the considerable iatrogenic disease existing in allopathic medicine. In the second instance, such a herculean task would absorb the resources of many research departments and could hardly be justified.
Before applying a scattergun approach to research on CAM it is worth examining the efforts that have been already made in several branches of CAM to institute courses of training and approved qualifications. Unfortunately, there is little effort to distinguish these trained practitioners from the untrained, and if some fault is discovered they are all tarred with the same brush. Professor Ernst 1 asks for extra suggestions against applying the rules of science to complementary/alternative medicine (CAM) in addition to the eight arguments he counters. His paper can be likened to a boxing match where he can reasonably claim to have won the first six rounds and to be well ahead on points. His problem though is round 7, 'Science destroys the very nature of CAM, so its application must be opposed'. The preceding article, by Laugharne and Laugharne 2 , shows that there is a fundamental philosophic chasm between the two sides, stronger than argument 7, and which is the hidden agenda behind the other seven arguments. The crux is the whole postmodern rejection of the search for truth and objectivity and its agent science-the distillation of accumulated wisdom and knowledge-to be replaced by individualistic sentiments, distrust of expertise, personalized feelgood morality. This is the reductio ad absurdum of democratization, the replacement of the public good by populism or even fascism.
Colin Cowell
Ernst is trying to box against opponents who do not recognize the Queensberry rules and who reject the authority of a referee. It will thus end up as a bareknuckle fight, where unless one side lands a knockout punch, the result will be left to the acclamation of the crowd, which I fear is not on Ernst's side. I suggest Ernst throws some low blows in round 7.
common and rising benefit claims may support Hadler's view that 'if you have to prove you are ill, you can't get well' 2 . Rheumatology, like other specialties, is becoming more complex and many rheumatologists also have general medical responsibilities; rehabilitation may be an additional and intolerable burden.
The expanding specialty of elderly care may be partly bridging the service gap; in our area the lower age limit for admission to rehabilitation under the elderly-care multidisciplinary team is 18 years, and rheumatology patients, among many others, have greatly benefited from the service. In addition, the National Service Framework for Older People makes specific recommendations regarding the enhancement of access to rehabilitation and makes an attempt to end ageism in the provision of services, which should benefit young and old patients in the future. The solution proposed by Murdock and colleagues is overbooking-as used by many airline companies and hotels to make up for anticipated non-attendance. The difference is that they are dealing with customers who have already paid for their service directly. I feel a more fruitful way to encourage attendance would be to instigate a system of fines for non-attendance. The fine, which might be £10, could be avoided by cancelling within 24 hours, thereby giving the practice time to find a replacement patient. It is impossible to say how much extra revenue would be generated nationally by the system, since we cannot predict how many people would cancel appointments and how many would pay the penalty. Some other questions would arise-for example, should fines be means-tested? Is £10 too much or too little? How should any such payment be made? Who exactly should coordinate penalty fines? Where should the proceeds go? Should the outpatient department or general practice make 'reminder' phone calls if possible? Should any group of people be exempt (e.g. the homeless)? Should the penalty be increased if not paid promptly (as happens with parking fines)? What form should an appeals system take?
Mark Lloyd

Keith Mundy
This system of fines would not compromise the ethos of free healthcare at the point of delivery, nor could it be condemned as a 'stealth tax' since the fine is entirely avoidable. Many other institutions impose fines for rule-breaking-for speeding, for late return of library books-and these seem to work. The general public might support the scheme since most people do keep their appointments and are paying through their taxes for those who do not.
